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1. Context of the School  
Our School Vision, Values and Aims 

 
 

Newbattle High School were winners in the Scottish Education Awards 2019-20 for our innovation and creativity for improving our school.  
We also won the Scottish Technologies Transforming Learning, Teaching and Curriculum Award at the Education Buildings Scotland 
Conference as well as being shortlisted in a number of other awards.  Times Education Supplement Scotland (Scotland’s leading 
educational magazine) wrote an editorial on our school in May 2019 on the changing improvements.  We were flagged as being in the top 
performing schools Digitally when receiving our Digital Schools Award feedback in March 2020. 
 
We have implemented changes within the school where positive impact can be seen through significant evidence.   
 
Newbattle High School moved to our state of the art new building as a Digital Centre of Excellence within our new Newbattle Campus.  
The Campus includes the community library services, internet cafe, sport and leisure as well as the school.   A virtual tour can be seen at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46G52CsDgSg.  A day in the life here at Newbattle can be viewed at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fEaYPdaWjE. 
 
Newbattle High School is a non-denominational secondary school that meets the learning needs of pupils from ages 11 to 18. Our current 
roll is around 1000 pupils with projections to increase significantly. The new school building opened in June 2018 and currently serves the 
communities of Mayfield, Easthouses, Newtongrange, Gorebridge, North Middleton, Temple and the surrounding areas. Over three 
quarters of our young people come from Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation one to four, but we firmly believe that this will not impact on 
their education experience, opportunities and the attainment gap will be closed.  To that end, staff mentor different groups of students 
(e.g. be it Care Experienced, our National 5/Higher, music or our sports athletes) within and outwith the school. 
 
The school is less than three miles by road from the Edinburgh bypass and this is one of the factors that have caused significant amounts 
of new housing to be built around the community in the last decade which will lead to a growth in school roll. There are very good public 
transport links with Edinburgh including the nearby Newtongrange railway station, the Waverley Line that runs from Edinburgh to the 
Borders.  

The school works with a wide range of businesses, colleges and universities to ensure the curriculum is up-to-date and that young people 
develop the skills they need to compete in the global knowledge economy. The focus is on digital industries such as robotics, data 
science, informatics, digital marketing, graphic design, video and music production. A key aim is to help tackle the cycle of poverty by 
providing equity of access to excellent learning opportunities.  
The school also offers an enhanced curriculum and state-of-the-art Digital provision, together with specialist teaching, dedicated 
resources and the highest quality work-based learning opportunities.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46G52CsDgSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fEaYPdaWjE
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Activities within the centre of excellence are also closely aligned with the Data-Driven Innovation Programme being led by the University 
of Edinburgh.  We have exciting projects with a range of partners including significant research and development opportunities with the 
University of Edinburgh.     
 
Newbattle High School have consulted with Education Scotland, Scottish Government and are held in high esteem with our vision and 
plans on how we improve attainment, achievement and sustained positive destinations through partnership working with Edinburgh 
University, Edinburgh College partners and businesses (e.g Apex Hotels). 
 
Strengths from our self-evaluation: 

 Improved achievements/attainment 

 Leadership of change 

 Pupil leadership opportunities within school 

 Vision of employability, care and raising attainment/achievement 

 New structures making positive impact 

 Curriculum meeting learners needs through flexibility, personalisation 

 Pastoral structure growth 

 Tracking system allowing more information 

 More staff leadership opportunities 

 Strong partnerships across the school 
  
 
Areas to further improve from our self-evaluation: 

 Continue improving learning and teaching 

 Consistency across the school 

 Practitioner enquiry 

 Feedback and learner conversations 
 

 Further consult on school improvement with stakeholders 
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2. How our vision, values and aims were developed and how our stakeholders were consulted.  
 
Vision  

 Career ready, College ready, University ready, Digitally ready! 

 The vision has been extensively consulted upon and agreed across our community in 2018.  It is ambitious, reflecting the highest 
possible standards and outcomes for all learners.  All learners are encouraged to stay on until the end of S6 to ensure they 
complete their full senior phase with appropriate courses.  Our Digital Centre of Excellence helps provide equity of this forward 
vision.  Unique partnership working with Edinburgh University, Edinburgh College and businesses permeate through the vision. 

 The vision reflects social, economic and cultural factors of the school's community.  

 The school's vision is shared and promoted throughout the school community. The school's vision influences decisions about 
future improvement priorities. 

 Effective leadership at all levels enables the school to turn the vision into a sustainable reality. 
 
Aims  

Newbattle community 

Helps everyone 

Succeed together 

 Aims reflect key priorities in education, e.g. Closing the Attainment Gap, NIF, Raising Attainment for All, Digital learning.  Staff 
and student leadership opportunities now demonstrate these aims e.g. working groups with student involvement, Closing the 
Gap Development Officer, Teacher of Wellbeing, Learning Technologists etc. 

 Our aims reflect social, economic and cultural factors of the school's community e.g. partnership working within our curriculum 
where students stay on rates and positive destinations have increased. 

 
Values  

 Values reflect social, economic and cultural factors of the school's community.  The school community agreed our values in late 
2019 and launched them in January 2020 in line with so many other successful changes. All stakeholders were consulted three 
times and provided with a “Have your say” in June 2019, on what our values should finally be. This ranged from questionnaires, 
focus groups, votes, parent council feedback, community user feedback etc. 

 Values are referenced in key school documents and guidance, eg assemblies, Home Room (registration), school handbook, the 
improvement plan, encompassed in our logo and #AIMHIGHER etc. 

 Student voice wanted new ties with our values embroidered on them so a new tie per pupil will be given to all students on return 
(after COVID restrictions) 
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3.  Our vision, values and aims 
Vision 
Career Ready, College Ready, University Ready, Digitally Ready! 
 

Newbattle High School - at the heart of our community.  Newbattle High School ensures that all students enjoy their learning in a caring, 
nurturing ethos and will exceed their potential.  All young people will be digitally literate and have the opportunities to progress through 
pathways towards employment, apprenticeships, College or University.  Our school is the first Digital Centre for Excellence in Scotland.  
This will advantage our pupils and community within, and beyond, the school curriculum digitally.  
 

A few aspects of our vision which sets us apart.  All students are strongly encouraged to stay on until the end of S6 with correct courses to 
suit every young adult.  These range from Advanced Higher, Work Based Learning, College Delivery onsite, Mountain Bike Mechanics...  
We have an overwhelmingly nurturing ethos here where every student counts.  Newbattle were referenced in the authority Care 
Inspection for good practice.  We are a Centre for Excellence Digitally with resources, partners, learning pedagogy etc to ensure that our 
pupils are advantaged digitally ready for the 4th Industrial/Digital revolution.  We have learner pathways for Career, College or University 
and have engaged Higher Education (Edinburgh University being a pivotal partner), Further Education (Edinburgh College being a pivotal 
partner) and Businesses as partners in the totality of our curriculum and school.  
 

Values - AIMHIGHER  
A – ACHIEVE 

• I aim beyond my potential. 
• I help others see their potential. 
• I am ambitious about what we can achieve together. 

 

I – INCLUDE 
• I welcome all. 
• I look forward to working with everyone. 
• I know it’s important to be part of our community. 

 

M – MOTIVATE 
• I take every opportunity. 
• I encourage others when they need it. 
• I make the most of every situation. 

 

R- RESPECT 
• I see the best in myself. 
• I make others feel valued. 
• I show care for our community.  
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4. Review of Progress and Impact in Session 2019/20 
 
NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
1. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

2. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations 
for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
 School Leadership 

 Teacher Professionalism 

 Assessment of Children’s Progress 

 Performance Information 

 Parental Engagement 

 School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

 
 

Progress and Impact:  
Newbattle continue to show a pattern of improvement in attainment.  Our school is fully poverty proofed.  Our Quality Improvement Framework, policy and calendar allow 
for more rigour in analysis.  Newbattle’s bespoke tracking system (TAMAR) has allowed for more targeted interventions for our students from for example PT half termly 
meetings, attainment mentors, House Team, Year Heads, trusted adults and subject staff.   
 
All staff have engaged in a year-long Learning, Teaching and Assessment (LTA) programme in our Balance Time Agreement, Inservice days and School Improvement 
Working Groups.  This has used best practice from across Scotland inspections, our Regional Improvement Collaborative and Dylan Williams Formative Assessment 
strategies.  This has culminated in a new LTA policy.  Moderation has improved through more opportunities within school, beyond school and x3 with our Newbattle 
Learning Community (associated primaries).  All staff have been observed in lessons twice formally and continue to share their practice in walkthroughs.  A ‘Bounce Back 
LTA’ group was formulated throughout COVID-19 and will continue as our LTA group sharing research, development and best practice. 
 
The new curriculum has made great progress with national recognition of emerging best practice including being referenced in Education Scotland, Education Skills 
Committee and OECD examples. Digital Centre opportunities have improved e.g. our S1, S2 and S3 core digital literacy core courses improving pedagogy.  
 
Relationships between staff and learners are stronger and based on mutual respect. This creates a purposeful, focused and calm climate for learning. We have consulted 

and developed this through our new values of ‘AIM higheR’ and the new LTA and Positive Learning Policy.   All staff understand the context of our school community and 

are aware of young people’s potential barriers to learning. Learners are more active and eager participants in their learning which is real and relevant.  The use of 

technology in the delivery of learning, teaching and assessment motivates and engages learners.  Students’ views and opinions are sought on a range of whole-school 

improvements and developments, e.g. “You said we did”. Faculties take account of pupil views and are developing a variety of strategies for furthering this, e.g. “Have 

your say” in Digital Literacy and Digital Learning, Google form evaluations in English, focus groups and Impact 360 in Science. 

 

Staff have developed a shared understanding of quality learning, teaching and assessment supported by a planned whole-school working group programme within the 

Working Time Agreement, through self-evaluation, and quality assurance.  
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The school’s learning, teaching and assessment policy (LTA) has been revised to reflect the values, agreed skills framework, the principles of formative assessment and 

digital learning.  A consistent approach to LTA has clear expectations of staff demonstrating positive outcomes in classrooms and ensures quality learning, teaching and 

assessment is delivered more consistently.   Teachers provide clear instructions and explanations in lessons and a range of creative teaching approaches are used across 

the school.  Lessons are well planned and teachers share the purpose of the learning through clear learning intentions and success criteria.  Learners understand and can 

talk about their learning, progress and next steps. Effective feedback to support progress occurs in a variety of ways through verbal, written and peer feedback. Staff 

effectively use digital technologies to support learning with faculties enriching learners’ experiences through the use of digital learning.  A fully consulted upon Digitally 

Equipped for Learning policy allows improved access to a range of technologies, including learners’ own devices. 

 

Effective moderation is conducted regularly across faculties, which has increased confidence and reliability of assessment standards by staff.  Cluster moderation is 

established for literacy and numeracy. Moderation in all other curricular areas is developing across local authority networks and at regional level, through collaborative 

working (QAMSOs). The use of National Benchmarks is leading to valid and reliable assessment evidence. In the Senior Phase, teachers make strong use of National 

Qualifications criteria to assess learning.  Staff are confident in planning lessons and assessing progress in the BGE using CfE Experiences & Outcomes and National 

Benchmarks.  Robust evidence is gathered through a variety of assessments and is used to provide reliable and valid judgements on progress within and achievement of 

a level. In the Senior Phase, professional judgements are supported through a number of SQA appointees (close to one third of our staff) sharing their understanding of 

the standards through departmental and inter-school verification.  The school has developed its own bespoke tracking and monitoring system to track targets, progress, 

attainment and achievement, coursing and pathways over time in BGE and Senior Phase.  This system also provides information on learner needs.  Five reports are 

provided to parents/carers for each year group per session and this is linked to a parents/carers’ meetings for each.  Senior leaders, departments and pupil support staff 

use this data to monitor learners, target support and put in place appropriate and timely interventions. 

 
Impact   
Improved learning and teaching.  400 Google classrooms.  Attainment in our Senior Phase is predicated to spike in line at least or above our virtual comparator in some 
aspects.  We predict a huge improvement in attainment over the last 5 years which is set to continue (e.g. 5@5, 5@6).  BGE levels continue to rise.  Since 2016 Newbattle 
have improved level 3 in S3 as follows: 

 Reading by +8% 
 Writing by +12% 
 Listening and Talking by +10% 
 Numeracy by +3% 

 
Attendance has increased by 3% in the last 3 years.  Exclusions are significantly down e.g. 152 exclusions in 2014/15 to 6 this session.  No care experienced pupil has 
been excluded.  Over 90% of senior phase students now receive their first choice subjects.   

 
Next Steps: 
Yet to be consulted more fully due to COVID-19 

 Continued focus on attendance and attainment improvements. 

 Embed new LTA policy 
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4. Review of Progress and Impact in Session 2019/20  
 
NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
1. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

2. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations 
for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
 School Leadership 

 Teacher Professionalism 

 Assessment of Children’s Progress 

 Performance Information 

 Parental Engagement 

 School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

 
 

Progress and Impact:  
Our focus on equity and support for all learners mean our school staff are passionate about ensuring equity for all learners.  Our school day is fully poverty proofed (since 
2018-19).  Families no longer contribute towards the costs in any subjects.  In addition, instrumental music tuition is free.  School excursions linked to coursework or 
curricular experiences are free.  The school offers subsidised opportunities for young people to participate in residential trips.  This session included the inaugural Senior 
Phase study weekend in preparation for exams following on from the newly introduced weekly masterclasses (over 2 hours intensive revision per session) and study 
support – all free.  We are closing the attainment gap through increased opportunities for achievements, a wider range of senior phase courses, better BGE coursing 
towards S3 transition into the Senior Phase and increased attendance (all groups apart from one in our SIMD 1-4 have increased).  Staff continue to have a full Inservice 
day passed to departments focussing on curriculum developments in new courses. 
 
 
Impact 
We predict a large part of our impact will be in August’s results. 
Masterclass Attendance September-March 2019-20 
 

Year Group Total 
Attended 

Masterclass  
% of Cohort 

S4 193 99 51% 

S5 96 72 75% 

S6 63 43 68% 

Total 352 214 61% 
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Courses 

 We have reduced course level changes from 282 to 52 this year demonstrating more accurate coursing, tracking and interventions. 

 Over 70 senior phase courses for students to select from on and off site. 

 We have implemented 13 new courses in S4-S6 at levels 4, 5 and 6 which will see 172 students benefit. 
 x2 level 4 courses – x4 students 
 x9 level 5 courses – x125 students 
 x2 level 6 courses – 43 students   

 
Next Steps: 
Yet to be consulted more fully due to COVID-19 

 Continue to improve attendance 

 Continue to implement new courses to benefit students e.g. Cyber Security, Wellbeing Award, Personal Development Award, Scottish Studies… 

 To track ASN, Care Experienced and SIMD attainment more rigorously 

 1:1 device roll out to all pupils 
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4. Review of Progress and Impact in Session 2019/20  
 
NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
1. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

2. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations 
for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
 School Leadership 

 Teacher Professionalism 

 Assessment of Children’s Progress 

 Performance Information 

 Parental Engagement 

 School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

 
 

Progress and Impact:  
We have launched our new school community values and have these promoted more widely than before.  Our revamped House competitions took hold with pupil 
ownership.  We have data that shows the positive impact that our focus on young people’s Health and Wellbeing has made further improvements at Newbattle High school.  
Attendance shows an increasing positive trend over the last three years and exclusions have decreased significantly.  The restructuring of pupil support, curricular changes 
and a focus on Restorative Approaches has demonstrated positive impact through reduced exclusions.  The coursing stay on rates are increasing over time, which is in line 
with the school vision.  Interventions for the Wellbeing of our students continue to provide necessary support.  There range from Y2K groups targeting confidence, 
aspiration, risk taking behaviours and provide Dynamic Youth Awards.  Other providers are used such as Human Utopia, Skill Zone, Columba 1400, Commando Joes, 
RUTs, Nurture etc.  A new equalities policy has been consulted on and launched.  A new Positive Learning Policy provides support in classroom management in a 
restorative way. Nurture, SfL and the House Teams continue to deliver results with pupils feeling safe, cared for and helping to increase attainment.  New roles have been 
more embedded such as Principal Teacher Support for Learning, Teacher of Wellbeing, Pupil Care and Welfare Officers, Positive Relationship Officer, Learning 
Technologists etc.  Staff are trained in Mental Health first aid.  We continue to run Mentors in Violence Prevention and 100% of the HTs 6-a-day feel safe in school. 
 
Impact 
Pentland are this years House points champions with Lammermuir being the P7 into S1 transition House champions 
Attendance has increased by 3% in the last 3 years.   
Exclusions are significantly down e.g. 152 exclusions in 2014/15 to 6 this session.  No care experienced pupil has been excluded.   
Over 90% of senior phase students now receive their first choice subjects.   
Around 90% of seniors want to stay on for the their full senior phase at coursing 
LGBT silver status 
Rights Respecting School Bronze 
Digital Schools Award 
 
Next Steps 

 Support students back to school following COVID-19 
 Track pupils attainment and possible positive destinations rigorously following COVID-19 lock down 
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4. Review of Progress and Impact in Session 2019/20  
 
NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
5. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

6. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

7. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

8. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations 
for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
 School Leadership 

 Teacher Professionalism 

 Assessment of Children’s Progress 

 Performance Information 

 Parental Engagement 

 School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

 
 

Progress and Impact:  
Our vision still stands as Career ready, College ready, University ready and Digitally ready.  Our award winning curriculum holds sustained positive destinations at 
the heart of it.  To that end our S2/3 employability electives continue to allow overt career education standards with our skills framework together.  Horse care, chef 
academy, STEM, drone academy, mountain bike mechanics are a few courses on offer.  Wider opportunities with intergenerational projects and extracurricular 
clubs also provide a chance to develop employability skills for e.g. code club, music, volunteering.  Our data in the senior phase shows that we expect to see 
significant improvements in the number of young people achieving x5 or more courses at SCQF level 5 and 6.  A significant increase in level 7 comparing our 
schools previous 3 years too.  Courses and attainment have been tracked rigorously throughout the year in TAMAR and can be shown on request.  Accounting for 
this amongst other aspects described are: 

● New courses such as Health Sector, Laboratory Skills, Customer Service, Religious Beliefs and Values, Leadership, PC Passport and other NPAs for 

individual pupils in some subjects 

● Removed study column in our curriculum structure and replaced with a 6th subject for almost all of the year group 

● S6 Leadership at level 5 or 6.  During this current session S6 students were timetabled into a Leadership class in which they achieved a level 5 or 6 in the 

Leadership Award.  This has supported more students in gaining qualifications at these levels. 

Our Digital Centre of Excellence continues to demonstrate impact as highlighted further in this document.  A group of students from Nurture worked to build a 
literacy shed for a Primary school from reclaimed pallets. 
 
Impact 
Predicted senior phase attainment and achievement set to show a large increase compared to the last 5 years. 
Digital Schools Award 
Scottish Parliament Code champions – all girls team 
Local rotary STEM champions 
Next Steps 

 Prepare an employability coursing offer for students to return after COVID-19 lockdown where previously accepted offers of employment have been 
retracted 

 Investigate the opportunity of a Newbattle ‘Enterprise Academy’ 
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5. Successes and Achievements in Session 2019-20 
 

Awards for our School: 
 
Scottish School of the Year 2019    LGBT Silver      Digital Schools Award 
    
     
  

       
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Education Scotland Awards 
Creativity and Innovation Winners 
https://www.scottisheducationawards.co.uk/2019-winners.html 
 
 
 

Rights Respecting School Bronze Status   Scottish Technologies Transforming Learning Winners 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching and Curriculum Award 
Education Buildings Scotland Conference 
https://www.scottishconstructionnow.com/article/education-building-
award-for-pioneering-midlothian-high-school 

 “Only one other school (private in 
England) ahead of Newbattle”. 

 Invited to European Digital Schools 
programme 

 Resources and Infrastructure – 
100% 

 Professional Learning – 100% 

 Leadership/Vison - 99% 

 Digital Learning and Teaching – 94% 
 

https://www.scottisheducationawards.co.uk/2019-winners.html
https://www.scottishconstructionnow.com/article/education-building-award-for-pioneering-midlothian-high-school
https://www.scottishconstructionnow.com/article/education-building-award-for-pioneering-midlothian-high-school
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UK Outstanding Music & Drama Department   STEM Champions       Code champions 
Award Finalists  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Y2K Partnership    Education Scotland Seminar    Poverty Proof of School    
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COVID-19 
 
When school buildings were closed from 23rd March 2020, we ensured that learning continued throughout.  We do not underestimate how difficult 
this was for all of us, but it is truly amazing to see how Newbattle community pulled together.  Some parts of this success can be seen here. 
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Columba 1400 started       Primary Transition (and virtual transition) 
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Midlothian Festival of Music   
Newbattle accounted for 25% 

S4 pupil Jennifer 
Robertson to 
represent the UK at 
the World 
Championships of 
Performing Arts 
 

Boys and girls football continues to be a strength! 

Departments 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cheerleading Squad - 2nd in Cheer and 2nd in Pom at Scottish Schools Championships 
 
Pupils who have competed at National/International Events in 2019/2020 

 Michael McCraw (Badminton) 

 Euan Donaldson, Katy Pollock & Katie Bryce (Football) 

 Maggie Ness (Dance) 

 Ava Harvey (Trampolining) 

 Angus Menmuir (Diving) 

 Amy Walker, Jodie Pryde, Lucy O'Connor and Niamh Aston (Gymnastics) 

 Ellie Gray and Amy O'Donnell (Cheer) 

 S3 Sports Leaders taught classes at Gorebridge and Stobhill Primary Schools 

 Fixtures with other schools in Basketball, Football, Golf and Volleyball 

 Record numbers in School Sports Council 
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Staff Professional Learning Sessions        Other Achievements 
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Newbattle pupils gaining Gold Awards with both 
Midlothian Percussion ensembles at the Scottish 
Youth Championships 

                  DIGITAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE  
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Working Group or Management Framework for Improvement Plan 

 

2020-2021 Whole School Collegiate Time Working Groups/ Faculty & Departments – Improvement Plans 
 

 
In 2019-20 our Whole School Collegiate Time Working Groups have been re-structured to provide maximum impact Learning, Teaching and 
Assessment as a priority.  This replaces our NIF driving working groups and is 9 hours within our BTA as well as significant time at Inservice 
days. 
 
In addition the school will operate further groups which will again be tasked with making ongoing improvements to the work of the school 
and will not necessarily feature in the School Improvement Plan, but has local contextualised needs.  Teaching staff will be given a further 5 
hours to carry out work in the group/s of their choice.  The groups are below, but new groups may emerge: 
 

Restorative Practices Embedding a Skills Framework 
(literacy/numeracy/HWB/digital/DYW) 

Rights Respecting Schools LGBTI+ 

Mentors in Violence Prevention Mental Health Ambassadors Intergenerational Projects SQA Wider Achievement 

Sustainability 

 
Student representation will also feature heavily within almost all of these groups and help deliver the impact. 
 
All faculties & departments each year engage in self-evaluation of their practice and design a faculty/departmental improvement plan which 
guide members throughout the session.  The Working Groups present back to all staff during the May Inservice day to assist with the 
following years planning. 



 

 

  

7. What is Our Capacity for Continuous Improvement? 
 

Quality Indicator LA/School Self-Evaluation  
 

Authority Reviews / Theme 
visits 

HMIe/ Care Inspectorate 
Inspection Grades 

 
 
1.3 Leadership of Change 

 
Very Good – June 2020 

 
Commented on as Very Good 
March 2019 

 
Wasn’t an indicator for HMI 

2.3  Learning, Teaching and 
Assessment 

 
Good/Very Good - June 2020 

 
Satisfactory March 2019 
 

 
Good 2009 HMI 

3.1 Ensuring Wellbeing, Equity and 
Inclusion 
(Take into account QI 2.1) 

 
Good/Very Good - June 2020 

 
Satisfactory (some weak) 
June 2017  

 
Good 2009 HMI 
 

3.2  Raising Attainment and 
Achievement/ Securing Children’s 
Progress 

 
Satisfactory/Good – June 2020 

 
 

 
Satisfactory 2009 HMI 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Part 2: Midlothian Education Improvement Planning – 2020-21 
 

Establishment 
NEWBATTLE HIGH SCHOOL 
 

Area  
 
 

Session 
2020/21 
 

Planning Cycle 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

Contents – School Improvement Plan 
 
 
1. Overview of High Level NIF Priorities  
 
 

2. Priority Summary and High Level Strategic Targets 
 
 
3. ASG Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

MIDLOTHIAN COUNCIL NATIONAL IMPROVEMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN: OVERVIEW OF HIGH LEVEL PRIORITIES (2020/21) 
 

 
Priority 1 

Attainment and Achievement 
Priority 2 

Included, Engaged 
and Involved: 
Wellbeing and 

Equity 

Priority 3 
Self-Improving Systems 

Priority 4 
Lifelong Learning and Career- 

Ready Employability 

Priority 5 
Finance and 
Resources 

1.1 Improve attainment within the broad general 
education stages, by focusing on: 

 CfE analysis shows improvements as a school S3 
 
a) Improvements in planning, tracking and 
assessment and curriculum design and progression.  

 Imp Plan – WG A LTA and B – Ed Scot 
Moderation cycle 

 
b) Innovative pedagogical approaches and enhanced 
use of digital technology to support learning. 

 Digital Schools Award evidence 
 

c) Pedagogy, play and progression across Early Level. 
 
1.2 Improve attainment within the senior phase by 
maximising opportunities through curriculum 
planning, consortium arrangements and partnership 
delivery, including addressing the ASN Senior Phase 
attainment gap. 

 Improved SP data evidence (improved 
attainment doc) 

 More rigour and analysis on ASN/CE etc at 
points in the year 

 
 1.3 Reduce the attainment gap between the most 
and least deprived children, including care-
experienced children. 

 Care Inspection report p20 – good practice 
statement 

 Improved SP data evidence (improved 
attainment doc) 

 More rigour and analysis on CE etc at points in 
the year 

2.1 Develop a Nurturing 
Authority. 
 
2.2 Develop and improve the 
Health and Wellbeing curriculum 
to support the wellbeing of all 
children and young people, from 
Early Level to Senior Phase. 

 Data on attendance, 
exclusions etc 

 New structures with 
significantly more staff 

 PEF interventions e.g. 
PCWO’s 

 
2.3 Support schools and ELC 
settings to provide high quality 
EY services, which focuses on 
early intervention and 
prevention. 
 
2.4 Support schools to 
implement a range of mental 
health and wellbeing strategies 
for children, young people and 
staff. 

 Leisa Randall and Dee Kieron 
involved 

 Mental Health ambassadors 

 WellBeing Award for all 
S5/S6 

 

3.1 Develop a quality improvement framework to 
support schools to achieve Good or Better in 
inspection QIs through: 

 Implemented session 2019-20 and taken from 
good practice/HMI’s 

 
a) Empowering leaders at all levels, leading to an 
empowered system. 

 Ethos and culture in school 

 Large number of staff leading aspects of school 
improvement in and outside of school 

 
 
b) Improving quality of leadership at all levels. 

 Developing an empowered system in school 

 Leadership Matters Programme through 
Pastoral team  

 More engaged in Leadership Matters lockdown 

 Dylan Williams Formative Assessment through 
all teaching staff 2019-20 

 Senior prefect body actively involved in working 
groups 

 
c) Delivering a minimum data set and supporting 
data literacy to improve self-evaluation. 

 TAMAR, QIF, Results analysis etc 
 

4.1 Improve the number of young people entering 
further and higher education: 

 Was strong, but still under VC.  Concern around 
COVID.  S4 last year. 

 Stronger attainment so more opportunities for 
young people now 

 
a) Implement a positive destination strategy to increase 
the number of young people entering a positive 
destination on leaving school; 

 Employability electives in S2/3 

 MWOW ambassadors 

 DYW links reduced due to COVID 

 Strong SDS worker 
 
b) Increase the number of Foundation Apprenticeships 
supported by CLL, working in partnership with schools, 
business partners and Edinburgh College. 

 Did, but now COVID restricting face to face start 
dates so some re-coursed 

 
c) Increase the number of Modern Apprenticeships 
supported by CLL 
 
4.2 Improve the number and type of positive destinations 
for young people with ASN and care-experienced young 
people: 
 
a) Operate the school work experience programme 
working with schools and employers  

 COVID – was strong with a qualification too 
 
b) Offer 60 places to vulnerable young people and adults 
under the Scottish Government funded ‘No one left 
behind’ programme   

5.1 Deliver Best Value 
through: 
a) Reviewing and 
implementing the Learning 
Estate strategy, taking 
cognisance of the ASN 
learning estate. 
 
b) Robust workforce 
planning.  
 
 
5.2 Implement the 
Education Digital Asset 
strategy, ensuring that 
digital learning tools are 
high quality and support 
excellence in learning and 
teaching. 

 Digital Schools Award 

 1:1 next step 
 



 

 

 
c) Deliver the merged PAVE/PAVE2 programme 
supporting care experienced and other vulnerable young 
people in transition from schools to post school living 
 
4.3 STEM 

a) Continue to support STEM activities to increase uptake 
in related qualifications and progression into STEM 
career pathways  

 DEC possibly starting 

 1FTE CDT Teacher appointed 
 
4.4 Preparing children and young people for the world of 
work: 

 Employability electives in S2/3 

 MWOW ambassadors 

 DYW links reduced due to COVID 

 Strong SDS worker 
 
a) carry out an audit of career education standards 3-18 
to ensure children and young people receive their 
entitlement and the authority is delivering on the 
expectations placed on teachers and practitioners, Skills 
Development Scotland, employers and parents to 
support all children and young people in their 
development of skills and understanding of the world of 
work; 

  To do 

 Working Group on Skills could look at 
 
b) Embed the standards and guidance within learning and 
teaching across all levels in our schools, in partnership 
with stakeholders in order to provide pathways for 
learners that best support the realisation of young 
peoples’ future aspirations. 

 Working Group and part of the LTA policy 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

2. Priority Summary and High Level Strategic Targets (Please see PPP 69 April 2020 for guidance) 

 
 
Priority 
(paste from above) 

 
Links to HGIOS4? 
 

 
Key Actions 

Lead Person 
Timescale 

Links to WTA 

Expected measurable outcomes for learners– 

please refer to NIF targets at start of this section for 2020-21 AND 
use your own contextual targets IF REQUIRED 

 
 

Self-Improving Systems 
(2) 
 
 
 
School Recovery from 
lockdown March-June 
2021 

 
1.3 Leadership of 
change 
1.4 Leadership and 
Management of Staff 
1.5 Management of 
resources to 
promote equity 
2.1 Safegaurding and 
child protection 
 

 School recovery plan for blended 
learning contingency.  A copy can be 
requested from G.McMillan. 

 Health and safety documentation 
created including staff reconnection.  A 
copy can be requested from 
G.McMillan. 

 Full school return plan to be embedded 

 Implement structure of Strategic SLT 
meeting (including x1 member of ELT 
and a rotating School Captain)  

 

 
G.McMillan and SLT 
by December 2020 

 
All school return safely by Autumn 2020 in line with 
Government Health and Education principles. 
 
Attendance positive 
Staff and community feedback positive 
Union feedback positive 

 
A complete improvement 
plan will be consulted on 
when the school has 
returned post COVID-19.  
Targeted identified areas 
will be clearer to plan for 
following 5 months of 
distance learning. 

 
 
1.1 Self evaluation 
for self-improvement 
 
 
 
 

 
Will be taken from our review of progress 
and linked to National priorities, 
Midlothian’s High Level priorities and local 
community needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
G.McMillan and SLT 
by September 2020 

 Shared with staff, pupils and parent carers. 
 Flexible dependant on the local situation with COVID-19 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attainment and 
Achievement (1) 
 
Self-Improving Systems 
(3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Self-evaluation 
for self-improvement 
 
1.2 Leadership of 
Learning 
 
2.3 Learning 
Teaching and 
Assessment 

 Embed our Quality Improvement 
Framework.  Policy and calendar to 
provide checks on the school (1.1) 

 Staff and students have more 
opportunity to lead learning (1.2) 

 Embed fully our learning, teaching and 
assessment policy (2.3); 

 All classes to have the purpose of their 
lesson shared (2.3) 

 All classes use the same language 
consistently (2.3) 

 Effective feedback to be given to 
students (2.3) 

 Identify and promote skills needed to 
help learning, attainment and 
achievement (2.3) 

 Differentiation (2.3) 

 Digital learning embedded in lessons 
(including Blended Learning planned) 

 Moderate assessments of the Broad 
General Education S1-S3 (2.3)  
 

 Review the impact of digital 
technologies within learning and 
teaching (2.3). 

 Support all departments in improving 
the use of technology for learning and 
teaching (2.3). 

 Senior Prefect Team to lead aspects of 
student achievement 

G.McMillan – 
December 2020 
 
 
 
J.Fair –   June 2021 
(J.Fair now at 
Beeslack on 
secondment – advert 
out so M.Davidson, 
SLT and ELT.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M.Davidson –  
June 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Stakeholders views being taken into account on school decisions  
 Consistency in L+T based on formative assessment principles 
 Greater stakeholder engagement 
 Pace and challenge increased 
 Attainment increased in line with our VC 
 Achievement improved 
 Reduction of changes to presentation levels by 10% 
 Digital Centre of Excellence to have self-evaluated  
 All staff be observed 2 times in the session if possible through 

COVID 
 Monthly meetings between faculty link and PTs 
 Departments to evaluate and make a return in accordance to each 

NIF priority 
 Appropriate support and challenge will be given to staff to meet 

GTCS professional standards 
 All staff to have their entitled PRD 
 Creation of a session long CLPL calendar 
 All staff familiar with embedded formative assessment (D.William) 

and adopting principles  
 Free course choice in senior phase – 90% choices 
 6-a-day showing learners have opportunities to lead learning 
 Pupil leading learning including the use of digital technologies in 

almost all classes (>90%+). Digital Schools Award 
 Attainment increased at every stage and level 
 Data on referrals/exclusions demonstrating greater self-regulation 
 Pupil engagement improved 
 Learner conversations conducted in all classrooms 
 Newbattle Positive Learning Policy created and used to frame 

lesson planning 
 Establish a group of lead learners to plan and develop staff training 

in embedded formative assessment 
 9hrs provided in the BTA towards 2.3 with a discrete working group 

created including all staff.  Also Inservice day time prioritised 
 Agreed observation schedule digitally used 
 Increased expectation and aspiration of achievement by staff 
 More secure understanding of pace and challenge 
 All teachers sharing the focus of learning 
 Skills framework agreed and can be seen within all classes 
 Increased expectation and aspiration of achievement by staff 

 Newbattle Learning Community – 3 events around moderate 
literacy, numeracy and HWB 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Included, Engaged and 
Involved: Wellbeing and 
Equity (2) 

 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Curriculum 
 
3.1 Improving 
Wellbeing, Equality 
and Inclusion 
 
3.2 Raising 
Attainment and 
Achievement 
 
 
 

 

 Review our curriculum and courses 
offered (2.2) 
 

 Offer more of our appropriate 
subjects, qualifications and levels (2.2 
and 3.2) 
 

 Continue to improve attendance (3.1) 
 
 

 Develop the curriculum to provide 
more experiences of using technology 
and more SQA courses (3.2) 
 

 Continue to improve the way we 
celebrate and recognise wider 
achievement and attainment (3.2) 

 
C.Philp – February 
2021 
 
 
 
 
 
SLT / House Team – 
June 2021 
 
 
M.Davidson – June 
2021 
 
 
House Team (EB) – 
June 2021 

 Target S6 attainment 
 Broad number of subjects on offer – over 70 to pupils 
 Breadth within SCQF framework used for successful pathways 

e.g. use of personal achievement, development, employability, 
ASDAN, leadership awards. Volunteering award for all S6 

 More ungraded level 5 and 6 courses for S4, S5 and S6 
 Accreditation for employability electives 
 Free choice in senior phase – 90% achieving 1st choice 
 Increase work based learning opportunities 
 Create personal pathways for S3 pupils in particular 
 Stay on rates to be 90% for S4 and S5 
 In-service day time provided for faculty curriculum 

development/planning 
 Employability skills seen within all class walkthroughs 
 All students in BGE have a profiling tool with S3 completing a 

profile, TAMAR capturing achievements 
 P7 profile being used and shared with all staff - NLC 
 Provision of equity of opportunity for all learners – poverty 

proofed school day 
 Home School Practitioner impact shown with targeted bandings 

50%-80% HSP 
 PT M+T monthly update on House trends/patterns 
 Targeted approach to S1 (95%), S6 (95%) 
 Raising awareness with families on impact of drop in 

attendance (PSE, groupcall etc) 
 Appoint a designated PCWO to reduce lates and help increase 

attendance 
 Expand the number of digital NPA courses available in Senior 

Phase 
 All pupils working towards digital accreditation through BGE 

Digital Literacy 
 Greater number of pupils increasing achievements through 

active participation, including Care Experienced, ASN 
 Track Care Experienced, ASN through TAMAR 
 DCoE - create an area digitally where pupils have an individual 

portfolio of achievements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Included, Engaged and 
Involved: Wellbeing and 
Equity (2) 
 
Finance and Resources (5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3.1 Improving 
Wellbeing, Equality 
and Inclusion 
 
 
 

 
 

 Continue to provide staff training on 
restorative approaches, diversity, 
equality and wellbeing (3.1) 

 

 Build more of a school House identity 
(3.1) 

 

 Also have our own detailed PEF 
Improvement Plan and Digital Centre 
Of Excellence Plan 
 

 

 
 
M.Hume – June 2021 
 
 
 
House Team – June 
2021 
 
Senior Leadership 
Team 

 
 Embed our agreed set of values demonstrated throughout the 

school community 
 Tracking of bullying and reviewed termly 
 All staff and pupils aware of WellBeing indicators 
 S2-S4 used WellBeing Wheel to evaluate (continue to embed this 

with new S1-S3) 
 5hrs in WTA for in-service day training 
 Equality input into pupil voice through Homerooms 
 House identity established and promoted 
 House points allocated in achievements, competitions etc across 

the year 
 Raised profile of House captains e.g. contributing to School 

Improvement Working Groups, evaluating school improvement 
using HGIOURS (2), delivering assemblies (when possible) 

 

 
Self-Improving Systems 
(3) 
 

  
Prepare for pending HMI 

  

 



 

 

3. ASG Plan 
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1. Our Community Vision, Values and Aims 
 

The Newbattle Learning Community vision is :-  
 

STRONGER TOGETHER; A GREAT PLACE TO GROW, LIVE AND LEARN 
 

Our Aims for 2020-2021and beyond are: - 
 

Raising Aspirations and Attainment - remove barriers 
 

         Developing and building relationships of Trust -  passionate and committed people  
 

Prioritise health and wellbeing for all – using  all partners to achieve every person's full potential 

 
We have a positive ethos of working together in partnership to improve the life outcomes of all of our pupils and now in 
our Learning Community to work together to improve the  life chances of all in the community . 
 
All planned targets and activities are linked to our 3 broad aims. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2. How our vision, values and aims were developed and how our stakeholders were consulted. 
 

The Newbattle Learning Community vision and aims were first developed with all Head Teachers and invited partners 
in May 2016 at Harburn House with Drummond International.   Following the implementation of our improvement plans 
since then, we re-visited these as a wider NLC leadership group in February 2019, producing the following word cloud 

from our evaluation activity.  
Primary schools reviewed this in 
March 2020 and believe this is still 
a relevant vision: 
 
We agreed to revisit our collective 
vision in 2020/21.  Our Vision and 
aims were shared with all members 
and partners throughout 2016-2017 
and 2017-2018 as we developed 
our Newbattle Learning Community. 
We will consult with all members 
and partners during 2020/21.  Joint 
CATs will be used to engage all 
school staff in the work of the 
Newbattle Learning Community in 
order to improve the outcomes of all 
of our learners. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

        
 
 
 
                                   
Midlothian Education Strategic Overview 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creating a World Class Education System through Excellence and Equity 

Visible Learning 
 
Creating a pedagogy 
of excellence that is 
about evidence based 
practice and the best 
current research 
 

Leadership 
Learning   

Community 
 
Creating strategic    
leaders who  
collaborate across  
the system 

        Creating a 
Competent System 
 
Common values, 
aims and core beliefs 
Systems leadership 
System enablers 

  Single page  
      Strategy 

 

      The Single Midlothian Plan 

 

HGIOS 4 

 

NIF 

 



 

 

MIDLOTHIAN COUNCIL NATIONAL IMPROVEMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN: OVERVIEW OF HIGH LEVEL PRIORITIES (2019/20) 
 

Priority 1 
Improvement in attainment, 

particularly literacy and numeracy  

Priority 2 
Closing the attainment gap between 

most and least disadvantaged 
children 

Priority 3 
Improvement in children and young 

people’s health and wellbeing 

Priority 4 
Improvement in employability skills 

and sustained, positive school leaver 
destinations for all young people 

 
1a) To bring CfE levels in line with the 
national average in Literacy and 
Numeracy by the end of P1, P4, and P7 
where they are not yet at that level 
● Where CfE levels are in line with 
national averages then schools should 
aim to reach the national stretch aim of 
90% of students achieving the relevant 
level in every measure. 
 
1b) All Secondary schools will have set 
appropriate targets across key local and 
national measures to reach targets 
based on trends against their virtual 
comparator. 
● Level 3 
Numeracy 98% Literacy 98% 
● Level 4  

 Numeracy 90% Literacy 90% 
  
1c) 100% of schools have a self- 
evaluation calendar that reflects 
moderation, tracking, assessment and 
shared classroom experiences that 
involve all practitioners and learners 
 
1d) That at least 80% of teaching staff 
are involved in regular and supported 
practitioner enquiry in all schools 
 
1e) Maximising the tariff scores for all 

 
2a) Interrupt the cycle of poverty (PEF)  
CfE attainment for those living in SIMD 
1-2 should be at the national average in 
terms of achieving the expected CfE 
level in Literacy and Numeracy by the 
end of P1, P4, P7 and S3 
 
2b) Increase % of young people 
achieving National Qualifications at 
Levels 3 and 5 with a focus on level 3 
and 4 based on comparison with the 
virtual comparator eg looked after, 
particularly those looked after at home. 
 
2c) Ensure that all youth work is 
delivered at low or no cost to support 
reduction in child poverty and increase 
accessibility. 
 
2d) Deliver the requirements of the child 
poverty act through the local action plan 
developed with community planning 
partners.  
 

 
3a) Support schools and ELC settings to 
provide high quality EY services which: 
● Ensure children and families are 

offered appropriate, timely support 

● Encompass the requirements of 

the National Quality Standard 

● Continue to increase Early 

Years and Childcare to meet 2020 

National targets with an unrelenting 

focus on high quality provision whilst 

ensuring that all settings delivering the 

early learning and childcare entitlement 

are compliant 

3b) The majority of young people with 
ASN / LAC are offered appropriate 
assessment which is timely and 
appropriate. 
 
3c) Achieve attendance targets  
Primary to 95% overall 
Secondary 91.5% overall with a 
reduction in unexplained absences  
 
3d) Reduce exclusions: 
Primary- below 15 per 1000  
Secondary- 40 per with LAC exclusions 
in exceptional circumstances only and 
following discussion with ASL Schools 
Group Manager 

 
4a) Continue to work towards a three 
year pattern of 95% Sustained Positive 
Destinations and reduce unknowns to 
under 100. 
 
4b) Continue to increase the number of 
Modern Apprenticeships on SDS 
Contract, supported by LLE in particular 
increase Early Years and Childcare to 
meet 2020 National targets 
 
4c) Deliver adult literacy & numeracy 
and family learning services 
 



 

 

learners in the Senior Phase  
3e) Support schools to implement a 
range of universal mental health 
initiatives as part of the Midlothian Big 
Lottery funding 
 

Review of Progress and Impact in Session 2019/20  
 

 
NLC Priority 1:  Improvement in attainment, especially literacy and numeracy. 

 
NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
1. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

2. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

3. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

4. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver 
destinations for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
● School Leadership 
● Teacher Professionalism 
● Assessment of Children’s Progress 
● Performance Information 
● Parental Engagement 

School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

Progress and Impact:  

 100% of schools have a self-evaluation calendar that reflects moderation, tracking, assessment and shared classroom experiences that involve all practitioners 
and learners. 

 1 joint NLC moderation events have been held focusing on literacy.  The numeracy did not happen as a result of Covid-19.  Impact: Teachers report they are 
becoming increasingly more confident in using a more consistent approach to moderation in Literacy.  There is now a more shared, reliable understanding of what 
achievement of a level looks across our ASG.  As a result of these events, practitioners have sought more opportunities to work collaboratively across schools to 
improve learning and teaching. 

 SSERC mentors have been trained to lead STEM development as part of the Primary Cluster Programme.  SSERC mentors provided a series of CLPL 
opportunities for all practitioners, including a joint CAT with Dr Bunhead.  Impact: Almost all teachers feel more confident in delivering STEM lessons as a result of 
the ongoing quality CLPL this session. Teachers found the practical SSERC session supportive in building their confidence and skills in teaching STEM lessons 
and as a result,  almost all learners at all stages are now experiencing termly high quality STEM  experiences. 

 All staff participated in SEIC e-collaborate or other learning events on In Service Day in October.  Each member of staff shared their learning when they returned 
to school and schools are taking forward a variety of next steps as a result – see individual SQIPs. 

 P1 teachers and Nursery staff have worked collaboratively across the ASG in partnership with Dierdre Brogan, EY specialist, to further develop learning through a 



 

 

play based approach within the Early level.  Impact:  Practitioners have further improved their understanding of the role of play in learning and led to 
improvements in the learning environments, quality of observations and understanding next steps in learning. 

 
Next Steps:  

 We will create consistent progression pathways for literacy and numeracy, along with guidance, across the NLC in order to ensure depth and breadth of learning 
across the levels.    

 Apply consistent standards of moderation, including use of progression pathways, across all levels in all early years settings, primary schools and the secondary 
school. 

 SSERC – 6 mentors per LA will be attending residential for year 2 of Primary Cluster Programme.  SSERC mentor team to provide Year 2 plan. 

 Learner Participation – involve our learners in taking forward actions in the NLC Improvement Plan e.g. Digital Leaders group. 

 Build on and embed Play Pedagogy in Early level. See individual school SQIPs. 

 
 

NLC Priority 2:  Equity & Inclusion: Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children. 

 

NIF and Midlothian Priority (highlight as applicable) 
5. Improvement in attainment, particularly literacy and numeracy 

6. Closing the attainment gap between most and least disadvantaged children 

7. Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing 

8. Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver 
destinations for all young people 

NIF Driver(s) (highlight as applicable) 
● School Leadership 
● Teacher Professionalism 
● Assessment of Children’s Progress 
● Performance Information 
● Parental Engagement 
● School Improvement 

HGIOS 4 Quality Indicator(s) / HGIOELC (highlight as applicable) 
1.1 Self-evaluation for self-improvement 
1.2 Leadership of learning  
1.3 Leadership of change  1.4 Leadership and management of staff 
1.5 Management of resources to promote equity 
2.1 Safeguarding and child protection 2.2 Curriculum  
2.3 Learning, teaching and assessment 2.4 Personalised support 
2.5 Family learning 2.6 Transitions 2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion 
3.2 Raising attainment and achievement/ Securing children’s progress 
3.3 Increasing creativity and employability 

Progress and Impact:  

 The Newbattle Community Project continues to support pupils, families and staff and has added to the support available to schools to improve wellbeing and 
readiness to learn.  

 Through the use of ongoing early intervention and prevention approaches, joint delivery of supports, resources and funding streams this has led to improved 
wellbeing and outcomes for our children and families.  

 53 Early Intervention and Prevention meetings have taken place and 341 pupils/children’s discussed so far this session.   

 The wellbeing concerns discussed were based around a number of areas including; *Poverty, school lunch debt. Kinship care, parental death including suicide, 
impact on child, court proceedings etc., parental engagement including superficial, referrals to Children’s Reporter. Early years expansion and early identification of 
wellbeing needs in families, attendance, lateness, childhood trauma, CAMHS, Young Carers, pupils behaviour, disability, ASN, Referrals and outcome of SORG, 
PAG, split placements.  Children’s Services thresholds, frustrations around challenges of competing demands of all service changes and the impact of families we 



 

 

are unable to move forward.  Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs); domestic violence, parental abandonment through separation or divorce, parental mental 
health conditions, abuse, neglect, family member in prison, growing up in a household in which there are adults experiencing alcohol and drug use problems.   

 Meetings follow the Integrated Model of Support (IMS Levels 1-4) and focus on the 5 Practitioners questions linking to the Child Poverty Act and further provide 
evidence and impact using HGIOS indicators; 1.5, 2.1, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 3.1, 3.2.    

 326 pupils and their families have been supported by HSP’s.   

 More than 200 pupils have also been supported through; group work delivery during the school day and out of the school day. Groups include; toast club, John Muir 
award, social communications group, craft club, chess club, sports groups,   

 Input at NLC HT meeting was provided by members of Child Poverty Action Group to improve understanding of CP Act at HT level.  This enabled improved self-
evaluation to ensure that we are each delivering the requirements of the Act in our settings.  These members also gave input to our Home School Practitioners.  This 
had led to more discussions with more families and support has been provided where previously it has not been. 

 Summer Programme 2019 – 2340 lunches served, £6804 funding raised to cover costs, see CMT report, video and data breakdown.   
 What difference did the summer programme make to pupil’s readiness to learn?  A lot of very positive evidence continues to be gathered around; reduction in 

exclusions, improved attendance, reduction in lateness, improved health and wellbeing, 100% improvement in presentation in August due to supports around 
uniforms and PE kit, increase in parental engagement both in pupils learning at home, parents reporting they feel more able to ask for help and can cope 
better as debt and benefits are in order.  

 CPP capacity building meetings  with 24 partners – how can we work better together in our schools, shared skills knowledge and built relationships  – 
resources now in place. 

 More than 30 pupils continue to benefit from sustainable 99 Ventures and Cashback for Communities funding to attend; swimming lessons, gymnastics, judo, 
dance and football.  Cost £60 per term x 4 terms x 30 pupils = £7200 

 Summer 2020 ongoing planning and discussions with Premier Education  
 Easthouses PS developers  agreed to start donating community benefits monies to proposed Summer programme 2020 - £5000 approx received so far 

 Radio Forth, Coats for Kids & Winter Warmer Appeal  provided 56 pupils with £25 Primark clothing Vouchers = £1400  

 Radio Forth Mission Christmas – 340 pupils received gifts at an approx. cost of £50 = £17,000 

 Working in partnership with NHS, the Active Travel Team and GPS, pupils from  NHS rebuilt 5 bikes under the leadership of Dave Baur, helmets and lights were also 
provided  - Total cost  = £500 

 Panto - 30 Free Tickets gifted by Newtongrange Church, 30 x £6 = £180  

 Successful funding bids; 
 HIF funding - Sure Start = £236.00  
 Food for Thought, Education Scotland funding of £1625 received to deliver Introduction to food hygiene course, design recipe books and roll out to families   
 Gregg's uniform fund  - £50 x 7 pupils = £350 
 Gregg's Hardship Fund - White goods supplied and installed by AO - washing machine £280 
 Health Improvement Fund – 5 pupils x £298 each = £1490 

 Food Supports including School Holiday Hunger Gap (Aug 2019-Feb 2020 break) 

 Toast/Breakfast Clubs vary in delivery models across the NLC. Supporting both families universally and targeted families especially those on FSMs or in need of a 
soft start.   In each school creative ideas have been used to source funding and staffing. These include PEF, Gregg’s supply us with 25 loaves of bread every two 
weeks, cover any costs of breakfast club purchases each quarter. Average purchases per week £20/25 x 23 weeks = £575. £300 funding received from Dean Tavern 
Trust for Toast Club. Scotmid £500 Toast Club. On average HSP targeted breakfast supports between 20 – 70 children per day, depending on school.   

 2340 lunches served during summer programme, £6800 funding raised to cover food and staffing  



 

 

 Foodbanks also fed 643 children and adults; 
 128 children during summer holidays  - 30 days x128x £2.10 = £8064 
 43 children during October holidays (only families in crisis) – 5 days x 43x £2.10 = £451 
 284 children and adults  during December holidays  10 days x 284 x £2.10 = £5964 
 188 children and adults in crisis  - emergency referrals from  7 days x 188 x £2.10 = £2763 
 Total Food Indicative Monetary value (est) - £25, 417 

 Follow up activities planned by Literacy and Numeracy coordinators following joint CAT sessions and delivered back in school settings.  Impact:  improved processes 
of moderation and more robust moderation cycle leading to improvements in tracking progress towards achievement of a level.  Practitioners are more critically 
reflective about their approaches to planning, teaching and assessment. 

 Almost all schools are making progress towards closing the attainment gap and are more aware of the importance of gathering appropriate data to know their 
attainment gaps. 

 
Next Steps:  

 To continue with Newbattle Community Project in its most appropriate form, given that we will no longer have a Partnership Manager and we will be line managing 
our own Home School Practitioners.   

 We will create consistent progression pathways for literacy and numeracy, along with guidance, across the NLC in order to ensure depth and breadth of learning 
across the levels.    

 Apply consistent standards of moderation, including use of progression pathways, across all levels in all early years settings, primary schools and the secondary 
school. 

 In partnership with our Attainment Adviser, use data more effectively to identify the PR attainment gap and identify appropriate interventions to reduce the gap. 

 NLC schools will be specific about the PR attainment gap, supporting data which informs this and resulting strategies to narrow the gap. 
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Priority Summary and High Level Strategic Targets  

 
NIF Priority 

 

 
Links to HGIOS4 

 

 
Key Actions 

Lead Person 
Timescale 

Links to WTA 

Expected measurable outcomes for 
learners 

Improvement 
in attainment, 
particularly 
literacy and 
numeracy 

 

1.3 Leadership of 
change 
2.2 Curriculum 
2.3 Learning, teaching 
and assessment 
3.2 Raising 
attainment and 
achievement/ 
Securing children’s 
progress 
 

 Continue to improve and embed knowledge, 
understanding and skills of all practitioners in 
respect of the moderation cycle. 

 
 Implement plan to support practitioners to 

improve classroom practice around RWI – 
focus in particular ability to 
differentiation/cooperative learning/formative 
assessment – this will be carried out via a 
training plan for schools in the NLC who want 
to participate. 
 

 Implement consistent use of progression 
pathways across the NLC 

  
 Create and implement a NLC Validated Self-

Evaluation Model – involving SLT, Staff and 
Learners to support school improvement. 
 

ASG CAT  joint moderation session 
– focus: Numeracy 
09/10/2020 
 
Tracey XX (DHT Lawfield) lead 
RWINc session  
Sept 2020- May 2021 
 
 
 
 
 
Ferne Wood (CT Stobhill) 
Sept 2020 – May 2021 
 
Vicky Morgan (HT Newtongrange) 
HT Meetings to plan 
implementation 

Staff are increasingly confident and 
consistent in assessing and making 
accurate judgements in evaluating learner 
progress. 
 
All learners achieve expected levels within 
literacy and numeracy by the end of P1, 
P4 and P7. 
 
Moderation activities inform planning for 
high quality learning and teaching.   
 
Attainment and achievement evidence 
shows greater equality and inclusion for 
all learners. 
 
Develop collaborative self-evaluation 
practices across the NLC in order to 
support establishments through validating 
the accuracy of their internal self-
evaluation processes and outcomes. 

Improvement 
in children and 
young people’s 
health and 
wellbeing 

 

1.5 Management of 
resources to promote 
equity 
2.7 Partnerships 
3.1 Ensuring 
wellbeing, equality 
and inclusion 
 

 Refresh Newbattle Community Vision, Values 
& Aims – how we work together with each 
other and identified partners to improve the 
outcomes for our learners from Early Years to 
Positive Destination. 

 Procure services of appropriate provider (e.g. 
EFP?) to implement Collective plan to provide 
training to staff in respect of Trauma Informed 
practice, staff wellbeing to better support pupil 
wellbeing. 

Consider Drummond International 
to facilitate.  
Zena Diggle (HT Lawfield) lead  
Feb 2021 
 
Zena Diggle (HT Lawfield) 
coordinate with providers 
Dec 2020 
 
 
 
 

Learners are offered appropriate and 
timely support. 
 
Attendance rates increase across the 
Learning Community by 1%. 
 
Exclusions continue to reduce across the 
Learning Community. 
 
Learner feedback using HMIe surveys 
shows increased sense of safety and 
wellbeing. 

Improvement 2.2 Curriculum  To participate in the cluster SSERC SSERC Mentors across Learning All learners experiencing quality STEM 



 

 

in employability 
skills and 
sustained, 
positive school 
leaver 

2.6 Transitions 
3.3 Increasing 
creativity and 
employability 

programme year 2 to increase teacher 
confidence and expertise in delivering STEM 
experiences for all learners.  

 To develop a skills for life, learning and work 
progression.  

Community and  Maggie Sikes (HT 
Stobhill) 
Sept 2020- May 2020 
D Hanley (Stobhill PS)  
May 2021 

experiences across the Learning 
Community. 
 
 

There are 2 planned Joint CAT sessions for schools and partners with set dates – the projected themes may change according to need. 
 

Dates  Theme  Activities 

9th October Moderation  Numeracy Across the Learning Community – sharing of evidence packs of work at Early, First, Second and Third level - 
held in schools due to Covid. 
 

19th March SSERC  
 

TBC by SSERC Mentors 

  

 

 


